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Release of the MICHELIN Guide Athens 2023:  
3 new one Star restaurants electrify the local culinary 

scene 
 

• No fewer than 3 new one MICHELIN Star restaurants join the 
MICHELIN Guide Athens 2023 

• One restaurant receives a MICHELIN Green Star for its inspiring 
sustainable commitment 

• The 2023 selection highlights a total of 31 restaurants 
 
 

The MICHELIN Guide released today its 2023 selection for Greece’s capital city, 
underscoring what the magnificent Athens has to offer for local gourmets and 

international travelers. From new Stars to Green Star, Bib Gourmand and freshly 
selected restaurants, everyone will find their perfect culinary match: 
 

“The MICHELIN Guide has been established in Athens since 1987 and during this 
time, the commitment to showcasing high quality cooking has been absolutely 

unwavering.” comments Gwendal Poullennec, International Director of the 
MICHELIN Guides. “The local industry exudes buoyant dynamism, while still 
placing an onus on local produce. Greek traditions are fabulously flavorsome and 

are the playground of local talent, promising outstanding culinary experiences, 
with authentic dishes reflecting the history and culture of the territory.” 

 
The 2023 selection of the Athens MICHELIN Guide sees three restaurants 

receive one MICHELIN Star: 
 
Hervé 

At this restaurant, led by chefs-owners Hervé Pronzato and Grigoris Kikis, typical 
cuisine is influenced by France, Italy and even Asia, for a dynamic 15-course 

menu. The restaurant is an experience in itself, with a Japanese-style bar and 
open kitchen. 
 

Tudor Hall 
A newly-selected restaurant that astounded the Guide’s famously anonymous 

inspectors; directly earning its first MICHELIN Star. This elegant eatery, located 
atop the King George Hotel and affording breathtaking vistas, proposes high-
quality, contemporary cooking orchestrated by chef, Asterios Koustoudis. 

 
Patio 

Another newly-selected restaurant scoops its first star. Located in the 
mesmerizing The Margi Hotel, chef Panagiotis Giakalis proposes modern fayre, 
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revealing delectable Mediterranean flavors in each dish, with sophistication and a 
farm-to-table philosophy. 

All the restaurants starred in 2022 maintain their culinary distinction.  
 

One restaurant receives the MICHELIN Green Star 
 
Introduced in France in 2020, the MICHELIN Green Star aims to highlight 

restaurants at the forefront of sustainable practices, inspiring their guests but also 
their peers. This year, restaurant Patio joins Delta and Soil — awarded last year 

by the MICHELIN Guide inspectors. With its farm-to-table approach, ensuring the 
use of the best local produce to magnify local recipes, and heartwarming Greek 
flavors, Patio knows how to make the difference and sensitize diners to 

sustainable gastronomy. 
 

 
Two new Bib Gourmand restaurants were included by the famously 
anonymous inspectors 

 
A firm favorite among foodies, the Bib Gourmand selection proposes 

establishments which offer tasty, high-quality and authentic food at a fair price: 
 

Jerár 
Outside Athens’ crowded touristic area, in this informal eatery, with an appealing, 
open kitchen, chef Charis Nikolouzos highlights his Greek roots, with some French 

and Italian touches. Enjoy the laid-back atmosphere and the generous sharing 
plates which showcase fresh and local ingredients. 

 
Fine Mess 
Chef Elena Kaperda, already known for the ‘Lick the Spoon’ pastry project, 

proposes a BBQ offer, focusing on smoked flavors. An original concept in town, in 
a cozy establishment, where diners can savor the ‘Low & Slow’ approach. 

 
All the Bib Gourmand restaurants awarded in 2022 maintain their distinction. 
 

 
Newly selected restaurants 

 
In addition to the restaurants already mentioned above, the MICHELIN Guide 
Athens 2023 also welcomes see|ds and Simul to its international family of 

exceptional restaurants. 
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The 2023 selection of the Athens MICHELIN Guide at a glance:  
31 restaurants selected including  

- 1 two MICHELIN Star restaurant  
- 11 one MICHELIN Star restaurants (3 new) 

- 5 Bib Gourmand restaurants (2 new) 
- 3 Green Star restaurants (1 new) 
- 14 selected restaurants (2 new) 

 
 

The full selection of the MICHELIN Guide Athens 2022 is available free of charge 
on the MICHELIN Guide website and app. The restaurants join the MICHELIN Guide 
selection of hotels, which features the most unique and exciting places to stay in 

Athens and throughout the world.     
  

Each hotel in the selection was chosen by MICHELIN Guide experts for its 
extraordinary style, service, and personality — with options for all budgets — and 
each can be booked directly through the MICHELIN Guide website and app. The 

selection for Athens features the city’s most spectacular hotels, including 
sustainability pioneers like Shila, standouts from our ‘Plus’ collection including the 

Modernist and AthensWas, high-design pleasures such as Mona and luxurious Jazz 
Age tributes like Gatsby. 

  
The MICHELIN Guide is a benchmark in gastronomy. Now it’s setting a new 
standard for hotels. Visit the MICHELIN Guide website, or download the free app 

for iOS and Android, to discover every restaurant in the selection and book an 
unforgettable hotel.  

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

https://guide.michelin.com/fr/fr/hotels-stays/athens/shila-11825
https://guide.michelin.com/fr/fr/hotels-stays/athens/the-modernist-athens-12107?arr=2023-10-13&dep=2023-10-14
https://guide.michelin.com/fr/fr/hotels-stays/athens/the-modernist-athens-12107?arr=2023-10-13&dep=2023-10-14
https://guide.michelin.com/fr/fr/hotels-stays/athens/athenswas-7925?arr=2023-10-13&dep=2023-10-14
https://guide.michelin.com/fr/fr/hotels-stays/athens/mona-athens-12979?arr=2023-10-13&dep=2023-10-14
https://guide.michelin.com/fr/fr/hotels-stays/athens/gatsby-athens-12330?arr=2023-10-13&dep=2023-10-14
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The MICHELIN Guide Athens 2023: 
 

Delta  

  

Botrini's  

CTC Urban Gastronomy  

Hervé (New)  

Hytra  

Patio (New)  

Pelagos  

Soil  

Spondi  

The Zillers  

Tudor Hall (New)  

Varoulko Seaside  

  

Cerdo Negro 1985  

Fine Mess (New)  

Jerár (New)  

Nolan  

Oikeîo  

  

Aleria Selected 

Aneton Selected 

Annie Fine Cooking Selected 

Cookoovaya Selected 

GB Roof Garden Selected 

Le Pavillon Selected 

Linou Soumpasis k sia Selected 

Merceri Selected 

Okio Selected 

see|ds (New) Selected 

SENSE Selected 

Simul (New) Selected 

VERi TABLE Selected 

Vezené Selected 
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About Michelin 
Michelin, the leading mobility company, is dedicated to sustainably enhancing its clients’ mobility; designing and distributing the 
most suitable tires, services, and solutions for its clients’ needs; providing digital services, maps, and guides to help enrich trips 
and travels and make them unique experiences; and developing high-technology materials that serve a variety of industries. 
Headquartered in Clermont-Ferrand, France, Michelin is present in 175 countries, has 132,200 employees and operates 67 tire 
production facilities which together produced around 167 million tires in 2022. (www.michelin.com) 
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